
CHAMPAGNE 

Moet & Chandon Brut    N/V (France)     R 1250 

Brut Imperial is subtle, dryer-styled champagne, pale in colour with shades of green, delicately vinous with a lime 

and vine blossom attack. Predominantly Pinot Noir characteristics being very ample on the palate with a discreet 

finish. 

G.H Mumm Brut     N/V (France)     R 1400 

On the nose, aromas of lemon and grapefruit, combined with the richness of firm, fleshy fruits such as white 

peaches, apricots and tart apples bring freshness and liveliness to the wine. These are followed by hints of 

vanilla, enriched with caramel. Honeyed nuts also play their part  

G.H Mumm Rose     N/V (France)     R 1420 

Mumm Rosé has the strength and structure of Pinot Noir, the signature grape of Maison Mumm , balanced 

with the elegance of Chardonnay and the fruitiness of Meunier. A proportion of red wine brings intensity and 

notes of forest fruits to this luminous cuvée to create a rosé that is at once elegant, light, intense, and fresh.  

 “I drink Champagne when I’m happy and when I’m sad. Sometimes I drink it when I’m alone. When I have 

company I consider it obligatory. I trifle with it if I’m not hungry and drink it when I am. Otherwise, I 

never touch it – unless I’m thirsty.”   

  Lily Bollinger House Of Bollinger Champagne 

METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE & SPARKLING WINE 

Laborie Brut      2011 / 2012 (Paarl)     R 360 

A vibrant intensity, yet elegant and fine in style. On the nose it shows slight perfume and berry aromas with hints 

of subtle yeastiness and brioche. The palate is balanced, with the fine, textured mousse and lingering, crisp finish 

– all perfectly integrated for pure enjoyment. 

Graham Beck Demi Sec    N/V      R 470 

This Bliss Nectar  is an indulgent delight for the senses with its enchanting hints of butterscotch, honey and 

praline 

Pearly Bay Pink    N/V (Worcester)     R 165 

A flamboyantly fizzy, sweet wine with delicious mouth-watering flavours. 

Haute Cabriere Cuvee Belle Rosé  N/V (Franschoek)     R 380 

Chardonnay and Pinot Noir determine the style: Chardonnay contributes elegance, Pinot Noir intensity and 

richness. 

Graham Beck Brut    N/V (Robertson)    (375ml)R 250 

This non-vintage MCC has light yeasty aromas, limey fresh fruit on the nose and rich creamy complexity on the 

palate. The exceptionally fine mousse contributes to the freshness and finesse.  

Domaine Des Dieux Claudia   2012 / 2013 (Hermanus)    R470  

Traditional method bottle fermented sparkling from Chardonnay (81%) and Pinot Noir (19%). Apple and creamy 

lemon curd notes mingle with hint of perfumed red berries. On the palate, the expansive mousse is both creamy 

and mineral. Keenly balanced with long finish of citrus fruits and toasty brioche notes. 



SAUVIGNON BLANC 

L’Omond      2021 / 2022 (Gaansbaai)    BottleR 235 

             Glass   R   60 

Flavours of white stone fruit, citrus with classics Agulhas minerality. The fresh zesty and well balanced acidity of 

this wine gives it a long lingering aftertaste 

Laborie     2020 / 2021 (Paarl)     R 200  

This layered Sauvignon Blanc shows prominent aromas of green fig, guava and flint, with hints of asparagus and 

green apple. The fresh and lively palate is well balanced with linear acidity and a fruit finish. Enjoy this wine on its 

own or with a variety of salads, white meat dishes and fresh seafood. 

Gabriëlskloof      2019 / 2020 (Botrivier)    R 255 

Classically styled Sauvignon Blanc with aromas of cut grass, kiwi fruit, black currant and hints of citrus and 

tropical fruit. The palate is multilayered with a sophisticated, fresh mouthfeel and a crispy vibrancy with lingering 

flavours of Cape gooseberry, lime and zesty fruit flowing into a subtle mineral finish. 

Benguela Cove Lighthouse    2021 / 2022 (Walker Bay)    R 245 

Elegant and racy, its old world minerality and length with hints of new world fruit. Notes of guava, tropical fruit, 

kiwi and litchi with undertones of gooseberry. 

Creation      2020 / 2021 (Hermanus)    R 340 

Pale straw yellow in colour with twinkling flashes of green. A superbly balanced wine beckoning with aromas of 

tropical fruit, elegant elderflower and interesting, mineral whiffs. 

Fryers Cove Bamboes    2020 / 2021 (Doringbaai)    R 470 

The palate shows a combination of citrus, white peach and lemongrass with a saline minerality. The coated 

acidity is well balanced with all the intense flavours and gives the wine a rich mouthfeel. 

CHARDONNAY 

Laborie      2020 / 2021 (Paarl)     Bottle R 205 

             Glass   R  52 

This elegant Chardonnay has upfront litchi, lemon zest and pineapple aromas with undertones of raw almonds 

and green apple. The palate is fresh and delicate with a rich texture and a vibrant, lengthy finish. 

Neethlingshoff Unwooded Chardonnay 2020 (Stellenbosch)     Bottle R 212 

             Glass   R  53 

Balanced and easy drinking, lemon and lime flavours and lingering notes of pear and white peaches. 

Boschendal 1685    2019 / 2020 (Franschoek)    R 300 

Well balanced, soft in structure. A complex mélange of zesty citrus and ripe tropical fruit on the palate with a 

creamy and intense prolonged linger. 

Louisvale Chardonnay   2020 (Stellenbosch)     R 400 

The nose is intensely complex with elegant aromas of lemon blossom, pineapple and apricot, toast and spice 

notes. The palate is smooth and buttery with a lingering after taste. 

Hamilton Russel     2019 / 2020 (Hermanus)    R 965 

Bright, vibrant natural acidity and a marked dry minerality combine with structural length and complexity in this 

elegant, classically styled wine. 

 



CHENIN BLANC 
Angel Snails 

Laborie      2020 / 2021 (Paarl)     Bottle R 200 

             Glass   R  50 

Prominent aromas of pineapple, tropical fruit, and litchi with underlying hints of oak and almonds. 

Beaumont      2020 / 2021 (Botrivier)    R 280 

A fresh and pure unwooded Chenin Blanc, made to express the delicious purity of the grape. A lovely wine to 

enjoy on its own or even better with a slightly spicy dish. 

Bellingham Old Vine     2015 / 2016 (Franschoek)    R 450 

Fresh, mineral, good texture, length, fruit dense finish subtle oak integration. Stone fruit on the palate, melon, 

peach, green apple. 

WHITE BLENDS AND OTHER VARIETALS 
Mussels Provencal 

Alvis Drift Viognier    2020 / 2021 (Worcester)    Bottle R 160 

             Glass   R  40 

Aromas are dominated by apricots and white peaches. The wine is soft, ripe, and round with a lovely viscous 

texture. The flavours linger, giving the wine a very long flavor profile. 

Neethlingshoff Gewurstraminer  2017 / 2018 (Stellenbosch)    R 180 

This wine offers an initial sweetness with spicy flavours on the palate. Some litchi and kiwifruit characters come 

to the fore during the wonderful long finish. Crystal clear with a background of luminous green 

Ashbourne Sauvignon Blanc / Chardonnay 2018 / 2019 (Franschoek)     R 235 

Fresh, vibrant, perfumed Sauvignon Blanc, filled-out and enriched with a carefully judged unwooded Chardonnay 

component, make this a beautifully balanced and highly versatile wine. More than two decades of family 

experience have gone into this unique blend. 

Gorgeous Pinot Noir / Chardonnay  2020 / 2021 (Robertson)    R 210 

This delicious blend from the Graham Beck estate delivers a richly textured taste sensation with intriguing layers 

that unfold delicately on the palate. This wine features spicy, mineral scented aromas of orange blossom, jasmine 

and pear followed by layers of mouth filling raspberry cream, grapefruit, lime and honeydew melon flavours. 
 

Jordan Riesling     2017 / 2018 (Stellenbosch)    R 350 

Intense lemon-lime flavours. A crisp fruitiness makes it a superb partner with food. Hints of spiciness add to its 

intrigue. 

  



Semillion 

Grand-Mére     2017 / 2018 (Franschoek)    R 480 

With layers of succulent tropical fruit and candied citrus flavours unfolding. The well-defined fruit is balanced by 

mouth watering acidity and a lingering minerality on the finish. 

Vergelegen Reserve    2018 / 2019 (Somerset West)   R 500 

Attractive light green colour. Nose shows delicate citrus, white flowers, honey and spice. The wine is finely 

focused, complex and well balanced with a crisp acidity. 

ROSÉ 

Spookfontein Merlot/Rose   2021 / 2022 (Hemel en Aarde)   Bottle R 195 

             Glass   R 48 

Refreshing crisp and dry Rose.  On the nose it shows delicate fragrances of violets, cherries and gooseberries.  On 

the pallet it offers a pleasant fresh strawberry fruitiness and a long lingering elegant finish. 

Creation      2021 / 2022 (Hemel en Aarde)   R 285 

Profoundly chic yet playful on the palate: lush ripe raspberry laced with evocative hints of dried apple; racy white 

pepper flirting with the tiniest scoop of honey.  

Bellingham Berry Bush    2021 / 2022 (Franschoek)    R 140 

Gracefully pink with burnt orange flashes bursting with enticing crushed red berry, candied red apple, Turkish 

delight and rosewater aromas. Soft and fruity on entry with succulent strawberry and raspberry flavours and 

subtle spice on a lively dry fruity finish. 

ON THE SWEETER SIDE 
Thai Vegetable Curry 

KWV Moscato     2021 / 2022 (Paarl)     Bottle R 200 

             Glass   R  50 

This aromatic wine exudes floral, pineapple and peach aromas with an abundance of Muscat and hints of litchi 

that flow through on the palate. The flavours are concentrated with a sweet, complex after taste  

Villiera Jasmine    2020 / 2021 (Stellenbosch)    Bottle R 195 

A floral, slightly spicy white wine which is fresh, light and slightly sweet but complex enough to drink with food 

(fusion and spicy dishes) 

 

  



CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
 

Laborie      2018 / 2019 (Paarl)     Bottle R 200 

             Glass  R  50 

This wine is smooth and elegant, with a juicy entry. It has aromas of red cherries, Christmas cake, crushed herbs 

and pine needles. The angular tannin structure is complemented by hints of sweet cedary oak on the palate that 

flow seamlessly into a fresh lingering finish. 

Warwick The First Lady   2019 / 2020 (Stellenbosch)    R 290 

Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and black berry with a fresh bouncy whack of fresh red fruit, this wine continues to 

please and entertain. 

Spookfontein      2018 / 2019 (Hemel en Aarde)   R 285 

Harmonious balance of mulberry and black cherries with tabaco- and bay leaves that reveals on the nose and 

keeps developing on the palate while it shows as well a robust structured body and layered with a refreshing 

finish faithful to it’s cool – climate origin. 

Thelema      2016 / 2017 (Stellenbosch)    R 575 

Complex and stylish, with aromas of ripe blackcurrant, dark chocolate and pencil shavings. This wine is bone dry 

yet exhibits a lovely sweet fruit character on the palate, with a lovely long finish. 

Boschendal Cabernet Sauvignon   2017 / 2018 (Franschoek)    R 510 

The deep, dark ruby colour of this wine offers a promising glint of the intrigue that awaits inside the glass. 

Aromas of ripe black cherry and cassis, pencil shavings, cigar box accents and spice make an enticing entry, and 

linger onto the palate, where chalky tannins and a rich, textured mouthfeel also become noticable. 

SHIRAZ 
 

Laborie      2018 / 2019 (Paarl)     Bottle R 200 

             Glass   R  50  

Luxurious, deep purple Shiraz has prominent aromas of ripe plum, blackcurrant and dried spice, with hints of 

aniseed and cloves. The palate benefited from judicious oaking.  

Org de Rac      2017 / 2018 (Franschoek)    R 275 

Organically produced wine. Enticing aromas of black forest cake, ripe plum, cherry and vanilla beckon on the 

nose. On the palate subtle hints of roasted coffee bean combine with oak spice while delightful dried fruit 

flavours linger on the aftertaste. 

Beaumont Dangerfield   2017 / 2018 (Botrivier)    R 395 

Good colour, spicy fruit and pepper on the nose and flavours pf berry fruit with fine ripe tannins on the finish 

make this a full but elegant wine. 100% French oak and 25% of total in new barrels. A complex wine from 3 

different vineyard sites. 

Benguela Cove Light House Shiraz  2018 / 2019 (Walkerbay)    R 400 

True to the varietal, one is lured closer with delicious dark fruit, a rich perfume and a savoury gloss with hints of 

pepper. Juicy ripe tannins adds structure with a youthful freshness to perch the bold fruit. 

Samuel     2019 / 2020 (Hemel en Aarde)   R 375 

Smooth Full Flavours of Ripe Dark Berries & Plum with a Gentle Spicy Aftertaste giving a hint of Smoke. Delicious. 

This wine is an empowerment program developed by Hamilton Russel Estate in the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley.  



MERLOT 
Aztec Mushrooms 

Smoked Duck Pastry 

Grilled Springbok 

Laborie     2019 / 2020 (Paarl)     Bottle R 200 

             Glass   R   50 

Aromas of black cherries, plums and dried herbs, with a nuance of smoke. The palate is vibrant and well-rounded 

with silky tannins and a fragrant, elegant finish. 

Rustenburg      2018 / 2019 (Stellenbosch)    R 320 

Voluptuous cassis fruit, and a firm ripe tannin structure with elegant aromas of violets and black cherries, with 

overtones of sandalwood and leather. 

Creation     2018 / 2019 (Hermanus)    R 420 

Bounty of fruity, spice aromas to invite you in. On the palate, rewarding dark chocolate and mocha combine with 

generous ripe berry flavours, supported by the firm structure derived from judicious oak maturation. 

Vergelegen Reserve    2015 / 2016 (Somerset West)   R 460 

Ripe plum colour with a ruby rim.  The nose shows ripe fruit flavours, black cherries, plum, spice and a touch of 

chocolate.  The ripeness of the fruit is balanced by fresh fruit acidity with soft wood and fruit tannins.  The 

aftertaste is long and lasting. 

OTHER VARIETALS 
Bazzaruto Fillet 

Duck in Triple Sec 

Spookfontein Cabernet Franc  2018 / 2019 (Hemel en Aarde)   R 315 

Defined by the characteristic elegance of red wines from cold climates, it offers silky tannins and a lingering 

finish. 

Allesverloren Tinta Barocca   2018 / 2019(Swartland)    R 390 

A combination of red berry fruits with hint of chocolate, vanilla and oak spice aromas. Elegant, medium to full 

bodied wine with intense berry fruit and subtle oak spice aromas. Tannins are well structured and linger on the 

finish. 

Neethlingshoff Malbec    2019 / 2020 (Stellenbosch)    R 330 

Rich and full with plum and berry flavours with a savoury touch supported by tannins. 

  



PINOTAGE 
Honey Mustard Pork 

Grilled Ostrich Steak 

False Bay      2019 / 2020 (Heldeberg)    Bottle R 185 

             Glass   R  48 

This Pinotage is true to the cultivar in all senses with hints of ripe fruit, notes of chocolate & berries. Easy drinking 

with a smooth finish. 

Kanonkop Kadette    2019 / 2020 (Stellenbosch)     R 310 

Autumnal, juicy dark fruit is complemented by an enticing savoury character with just a hint of underlying 

sweetness. 

Diemersfontein     2020 / 2021 (Wellington)    R 340 

On the nose rich dark chocolate and powerful freshly brewed coffee styling, with a hint of mint and baked plums. 

The palate shows distinct characters of coffee and chocolate, which is balanced with smooth velvety tannins and 

lingering aftertaste. 

Beyerskloof Reserve    2018 / 2019 (Stellenbosch)    R 450 

Promising blackberry aromas upfront with lively spicy/sweet cedar oak in the background. Bundles of blackberry 

and prune flavours upon entry which combine well with cedar oak aromas. 

Southern Right    2018 / 2019 (Hermanus)    R 580 

Full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined with the complex, more classic fruit 

aromas and structure resulting from clay-rich soil, make this wine highly individual expression of South Africa’s 

unique grape variety. 

  



PINOT NOIR 
Amma Bokka Pastry  

Huckleberry Haloumi 

Chefs Pinot Noir Unlabeled   2017 / 2018 (Hermanus)    Bottle R 240 

             Glass   R  60 

This complex wine exudes a classic elegance and earthiness from the terroir. With ripe cherry fruit flavours and a 

fragrant spiciness. Complimented by ripe tannins and a long finish. A truly versatile light red wine. 

Newton Johnson    2019 / 2020 (Walkerbay)    R 520 

Perfumed and exuberant. Vibrant violet florals and perky spice notes play with the sleek red fruit, deepened by 

earthly wafts of forest floor. The nervy tannin structure encompasses the ripe raspberry fruit, with succulent 

acidity drifting into the finish. 

Benguela Cove     2018 / 2019 (Botrivier)    R 450 

Upfront red fruit sets the stage for more subdued nuances of mulberry, rosehip and violets to follow sult as it 

matures, this wine will unveil a more savoury play of bay leaf and thyme, hinting towards an Old Word style. 

Pruned, sappy rosebush notes are indicative of youth with elegant floral notes that carries through. Fruit 

sweetness hits the back of the palate with porcelain-like tannins that chisel this into a serious and powerful wine 

to be. 

Seven Springs      2016 / 2017 (Hermanus)    R 385 

Soft and supple palate and is medium bodied, with light and pure fruit characters. Garnet in colour, the wine 

offers opulent aromas of strawberries and dark cherries and hints of forest floor. The oak, as aslways, is subtle 

and understated, supporting the fruit driven profile. 

Creation     2020 / 2021 (Hermanus)    R 530 

Gleaming garnet with an inviting bouquet of spice – peppercorn and clove – supplemented by a delicate whiff of 

dried apricot. Smooth yet complex on the palate: layers of dried fruit mingle with hints of raspberry and piquant 

spice. 

Hamilton Russell    2018 / 2019 (Hermanus)    R 950 

Not overtly fruity, soft and “sweet” and it generally shows hints of that alluring savoury “primal” character along 

with dark, spicy, complex primary fruit perfume. 

  



RED BLENDS 
Smoked Duck Pastry 

Spaghetti Bolognaise 

Gabriëlskloof The Blend   2018 / 2019 (Botrivier)    R 320 

Red and black fruit, violet, some attractive herbaceous character and pencil shavings while the palate is fruit 

forward but not unduly sweet. 

Beyerskloof Synergy    2019 / 2020 (Stellenbosch)    R 325 

Opulent Cape Blend with mostly Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinotage, dash of Shiraz and Malbec. Shows American 

wood’s toffee and fudge notes. The palate is textured and concentrated with and finishes with fine and silky 

tannins. 

Benguela Cove Collage   2017 / 2018 (Botrivier)    R 410 

Reuby red in colour, this classic, multi-faceted Bordeaux styled blend shows aromas of plum, violates, clove spice 

and cigar box. On the palate, hints of raspberry, boiled sweets and liqourice. 

Meerlust Rubicon    2015 / 2016 (Stellenbosch)    R 780 

The distinctive nose is intense with black currant and plum aromas, exotic spice and minerality. The palate is 

youthful with vivacious black fruit, intense spiciness and beautifully structured, ripe, satin tannins. 

Steenberg Catherina    2018 / 2019 (Cape Town)    R 525 

Layers of concentrated red and black fruit (raspberry, blackcurrant and black cherry) show on both the nose and 

the palate, accented with a full, smooth texture from the Cabernet Sauvignon component. Light herbal notes 

from the Merlot lend a refreshing finish, while the Malbec and Petit Verdot round out the blend, adding structure 

and depth. Dark fruit and spice, lifting acidity and an encompassing tannic finish 

Boschendal Nicolas     2017 / 2018 (Franschoek)    R 485 

Nicolas is a blend brimming with character, each component – outstanding in its own right – together creates 

something exceptional. Shiraz, a signature variety for Boschendal, adds intrigue and depth with intriguing spicy 

notes, Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdot give classical structure, Malbec a beautiful deep colour and vibrant 

red fruit, while the Merlot enhances the fruit profile and Cabernet Franc elaborates on the spicy richness of the 

Shiraz. 

L’Omond Bella Donna   2018 / 2019 (Gaansbaai)    R 475 

This wine offers a juicy red fruit with ample black pepper and other spices and hints of floral notes with rich and 

intense flavours of dark chocolate and spice with soft, silky tannins 

  



Dessert & Fortified Wines 

Benguela Cove Noble Late Harvest         R 200 

Medium straw colour with heady notes of honey blossom, orange peel, pineapple and dried peaches. The lovely 

sweetnes of the wine is balanced with a lingering finish while still remaining fresh and crisp on the palate. 

KWV Red Muscadel R 20 

With an attractive light amber colour and red tint, this wine is bursting with fresh red berries, Muscadel flavours 

and hints of caramel. The wine is fresh, fruity and well balanced. 

Laborie Pinea de Laborie Paarl R 35 

This magnificent wine displays fresh mulberries, quince and cherry with subtle nuances of spice. Flavours of 

chocolate and berries on the palate are perfectly integrated into this soft and seamless wine. 

KWV Cape Ruby Paarl R 22 

Beautiful dark berry flavours are complimented by caramel, butterscotch and nuttiness. The wine is well 

balanced, fresh and fruitiful with a lingering finish. 

KWV Cape Tawny Paarl R 22 

Extended wood maturation resulted in a beautiful amber colour with orange zest, dried fruit, caramel and 

nuttiness on the nose. This full flavoured wine explodes with fruit, marzipan and toffee on the palate, with a  

well-balanced sweet finish. 

Allesverloren Fine Old Vintage Paarl R 25 

A voluptuous praline and candid orange peel on the palate with wonderful balance between acidity and alcohol, 

finished off with lingering spicy fruit and a hint of dark chocolate. 

KWV Medium Cream Paarl R 22 

A golden-brown dessert wine with apricot, orange peel and aromas complimented by nuttiness and caramel. The 

wine is fresh, flavourful and balanced. 

KWV Full Cream Paarl R 22 

This full sweet dessert wine has orange zest, dried fruit, oral aromas, honey and red bush tea flavours on the 

nose. The fruit complemented by marzipan and caramel on the soft, juicy palate with a lingering, nutty 

persistence. 

  



BRANDY, COGNAC & GRAPPA 

KWV 3 year old            R 20 

A blend of potstill brandy, matured in oak barrels for three years, and unmatured grape spirits. Bottled at an alcohol 

strength of 43% it contains a dark golden colour with fresh apple and pear flavours, and spicy vanilla tones. 

KWV 5 year old            R 25 

The smooth amber coloured liquid, is produced from carefully selected wines, double-distilled in copper potstills then 

followed by 5 years of maturation in small oak casks. 

KWV 10 year old           R 30 

Deep amber flavor. Complex dried fruit and port wine aroma, enhanced by subtle spicy and nutty flavours. Full-bodied with 

lingering, fruity and slightly sweet finish. 

KWV 12 year old           R 60 

Deliver a perfect marriage of aged pot-stills, the product of years of careful crafting. This golden liquid conjures dried fruit, 

honey and oak flavours to deliver a well-balanced brandy with a long, lingering aftertaste.  

KWV 15 year old           R 70 

This rare brandy is only released in limited quantities once a year. The result is a bright golde and complex brandy with 

evident notes of dries apricot, peach and plum and a lingering, smooth and unforgettable taste. 

KWV 20 year old           R 130 

Pure double distilled pot-stilled brandy matured in select French oak barrels for twenty years. Deep golden amber. Delicate 

floral bouquet and matured Port wine aroma balanced by well-developed nutty and oaky flavours. Full bodied. Very mellow 

and complex with a delicately sweet aftertaste. 

KWV Imoya            R 60 

A blend of double distilled pot-stilled brandies. Lively golden amber colour. Dried fruit flavours with roasted and spicy 

nuttiness. Full-bodied with lingering aftertaste. 

Martel             R 45 

 A fruity golden Cognac, featuring intense notes of tropical fruit, dried pineapple and ripe mango, some jammy apricot, 

coconut, caramel and subtle smoky aromas. Smooth and light palate, powerful in the flavor profile, yet silky and lightly-

hearted to taste. 

GRAPPA 

Della Cia Grappa           R 50 

L’Ormarins Grappa           R 46 

 

 

 



Whiskey, Scotch & Bourbons 

Bells              R 22 

The unique taste of Bell's comes from the blending together of grain and fine malt whiskies, all matured in selected oak 

casks for a richer flavour. The masterful blending of different malts gives Bell's the rich taste of spicy ginger cake and 

chocolate, with a smoky finish. 

J&B R 22 

Inspired by an Italian, created in London and distilled in Scotland, J&B Rare is unlike any other Scotch whisky. It brings 

together 42 single malt and grain whiskies and carefully blends them to create a subtle, smooth and complex flavour. 

Ballantines R 30 

A balance of subtle, sweet flavours like milk chocolate, red apple and vanilla. Fresh and floral after-taste that creates a 

rounded glow. Europe's no. 1 scotch whisky & voted world's best blended scotch 2020,  

with a recipe that has stayed true to it's original since 1910 

Jack Daniels R 30 

Jack Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey is made with the finest corn, rye and barley malt. Its distinctive character is a result of 

natural fermentation, careful distillation, and use of the Distillery's iron-free water from the Cave Spring that runs at a 

constant 56° F. 

Jamesons  R 35 

The perfect balance of spicy, nutty and vanilla notes with hints of sweet sherry and exceptional smoothness. 

Chivas Regal R 35 

This 12 Year Old Blended Scotch Whisky is smooth, rich and generous. It's a blend of the finest malt and grain whiskies 

matured for at least 12 years, that deliver luxurious honey, vanilla and ripe apple notes. 

Johnnie Walker Black Label R 40 

Is a smooth and beautifully balanced whisky with a distinctive smoky flavour, expertly crafted using an unrivalled selection 

of single malts and grains each aged for at least 12 years. 

Glen Livet Founders Reserve R 45 

Founders boasts with all the classic flavours of the Glenlivet, bound together with a creamy, smooth texture. Made with 

water from the same crystal-clear mountain streams, in the same cold, pure air. As smooth and fruity as the whisky that 

first ran from the original copper pot stills. 

Glen Livet 12 y/o R 45 

Nose: Apricot, pineapple, greengages, citrus blossom and toasted teacake. Palate: Buttery and vanilla-rich, though still 

packing all the bright fruit notes from the nose. Finish: A soft crackle of oaky spice and malt, plus a hint of red apple 

juiciness. 

  



GIN 

KWV Cruxland             R 35 

Double pot distilled gin, re distilled with 100% grape spirit and 9 different botanicals. Infused Kalahari truffles. 

KWV Cruxland             R 35 

Double pot distilled gin, re distilled with 100% grape spirit and 9 different botanicals. Infused Black truffles. 

Creation Chardonnay Gin           R 40 

Sunset and the cheeky tinkling of ice cubes in crystal. Crisp white linen and designer leather; a Paul Klee original guarding 

the marmalade cat.  Oh, for the pleasure of juniper berry and fresh hay; a sprinkling of cassia mingling with dried citrus skin. 

Then a sublime hint of pear comes into play … Creation Chardonnay-infused Gin.  Small batch-distilled for utmost purity; 

meticulously infused for sheer originality. The joy is in the detail. 

Creation Pinot Noir Gin           R 40 

Crushed rose petals and dappled sunshine tiptoeing through aromatic pine needles. The stirring sounds of Belafonte with a 

delightful dash of Dietrich. Is that a coriander seed? Jip, and check out the juniper. Smell fynbos honey and the evocative 

presence of dusty spice – then bite into a fresh raspberry. Creation Pinot Noir-infused Gin: intriguing and somewhat 

enigmatic. With just a hint of anise … or could it be fennel? The joy is in the detail. 

Inverocche Classic            R 38 

Infused with fynbos from the limestone-rich soils of the low lands of the Cape Floral Kingdom, Inverroche Gin Classic 

is crispy and dry with upfront green, grassy juniper notes which blend seamlessly with a bouquet of soft flowers on the 

nose 

Inverroche Verdant            R38              

Infused with fynbos from the mountainous terrain of the Cape Floral Kingdom, Inverroche Gin Verdant is floral and soft 

with a translucent golden-green hue. Delicate aromas reminiscent of elderflower and chamomile, lead to summer blooms, 

a touch of spice, subtle juniper, waxy lemon rind and alluring liquorice on the Palate 

Inverroche Amber            R 38 

Infused with fynbos from the coastal region and dunes of the Cape Floral Kingdom, Inverroche Gin Amber is a rich and 

aromatic, amber coloured gin with fresh citrus, slight juniper, sweet toffee apples and delicate floral notes which intertwine 

to deliver a dry, woody finish. 

Tanqueray              R 25 

London dry gin, reflecting it’s distillation process and origin Bloomsbury, London. It is made by double distilling grain with 

select botanicals added, juniper, coriander, angelica root and liquorice during the second distillation. 

Malfy Con Limon            R 39 

On the early palate, you get some coriander and juniper, hints of licorice, with faint hints of fennel, ushering in a citrus 

dominated finish that has some piney low notes, and traditional gin spice  

Beefeater Classic            R 32 

A quintessential London dry gin made with big juniper character and strong citrus notes, this is an authentic London dry for 

those that enjoy the real taste of gin. With nearly 200 years of distilling heritage, there was a time when we would hand 

weigh our botanicals for every batch of Gin we produced 

Beefeater Citrus            R 32 

The fresh citrus flavours of blood orange tune perfectly with the classic notes of juniper and citrus of Beefeater Gin. The 

result is a bold, finely balanced, contemporary London gin with zesty notes of blood orange.  



Ciders, Coolers and Beers 

Savanna Dry/Light R 34 

Hunters Extreme R 36 

Amstel R 30 

Heineken R 33 

Castle R 25 

Castle Lite R 30 

Black Label R 28 

Windhoek Lager/Light R 30 

Windhoek Draught  R 40 

After Dinner Drinks 

Dairy free Don Pedro R 75 

Irish Coffee R 50 

Winter coffee R 42 

Cape Connection R 90 

Malt Pedro R 60 

Digestives 

Jagermeister R 26 

Jose Cuervo Gold R 22 

Liqueurs 

Amarula R 20 

Amaretto R 26 

Cape Velvet R 18 

Frangelico  R 30 

Kahlua R 25 

Triple Sec  R 20 

Peppermint Liquor R 20 

Spirits 

Absolute vodka R 26 

Absolute vodka Watermelon R 30  

Captain Morgan Black Jamaican Rum R 20 

Captain Morgan Spiced Gold Rum R 20 

Non-Alcoholic 

De-Alcoholised White R 140 

De-Alcoholised Red R 180 

Erdinger R 40 

Heineken Zero R 35 

Devils Peak zero-Hero R 36 

Savanna Lemon R 35 

Dutchess Original R 45 

Dutchess Floral R 45 


